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Cakes with glossy coatings and multiple layers inside

Indulgence 
Concept



Cream & Mousse
Diplomat Cream:
Diplomat Cream Mix 859826 0,360 kg
Cream 3.5% Fat 1,100 kg
Hot Water 0.360 kg
Total 1,820 kg

Universal Mousse:
Cremousse Universal 855005 0,080 kg
Cream 3.5% Fat 0,400 kg
Water 0.100 kg
Total 0,580 kg

Cream Preparation
Whip cooled, unsweetened cream until it forms soft 
peaks (do not whip completely).
Stir Diplomat Mix with hot water and allow cooling for 
10-15 minutes and fold in, gradually, the whipped cream.

Mousse Preparation
Mix all ingredients, except flavoring pastes, few minutes 
at medium speed, until obtain a smooth, airy mousse. 

Mousse Universal suitable for 5 pcs of cake of 18 cm diameter (± 110 g per cake)

Diplomat Cream suitable for 5 pcs of cake of 18 cm diameter (± 350 g per cake)

Joyeux Noël
Chocolate Cream:
Diplomat Cream 350 g
Chocolate Paste 873067 35 g
Total 385 g

Zabaione Mousse:
Universal Mousse 110 g
Zabaione Romano 873147 6 g
Total 116 g

Glazes*:
Glossy chocolate glaze 860966 0,080 kg
Glossy white glaze 860828,3 0,020 kg

Insertion:
Zabaione Mousse 116 g
Brownies Variegato 875648 120 g
Brownies

Cream Preparation
Add the flavoring paste, according to recommended 
dosage and fold in, gradually, the diplomat cream.

Mousse Preparation
Add the pastes, accoring to recommended dosage, 
stirring slowly, until homogenization.

Insertion Preparation
Cut the Brownie into 2 round pieces of 14cm diameter and 1 cm tall. Lay 1 of the two pieces into a silicon 
mold (of 14cm diameter) and spread 60g of Variegato Brownies. Fill the mold with the Zabaione Mousse 
until almost full and then cover with a second Brownies sheet, previously covered with 60 g Variegato 
Brownies.
Leave in the freezer or blast cheeler to freeze.

Chocolate Cream

Zabaione Mousse

Variegato 
Brownies

Brownies

Brownies

Fill the mold with Chocolate Cream and then insert the already frozen insertion. After the insertion is in, 
leave in blast cheeler for at least 40 minutes before glazing.
Heat the glazes, mix and then pour onto the surface, for finishing touch use fruit for decoration.

Preparation Method

*Note: The quantity indicated is the quantity covering the cake, please take into account the loss of glaze during covering



Brownie-Whisky-Gianduiotto
Whisky Cream:
Diplomat Cream 350 g
Whisky Paste 873017 18 g
Total 368 g

Gianduja Mousse:
Universal Mousse 110 g
Gianduja Paste 873347 11 g
Total 121 g

Glaze*:
Caramel Brown Glossy 860956 0,100 kg

Insertion:
Gianduja Mousse 121 g
Frollino Variegato 875681 120 g
Brownies

Cream Preparation
Add the flavoring paste, according to recommended 
dosage and fold in, gradually, the diplomat cream.

Mousse Preparation
Add the pastes, accoring to recommended dosage, 
stirring slowly, until homogenization.

Insertion Preparation
Cut the Brownie into 2 round pieces of 14cm diameter and 1 cm tall. Lay 1 of the two pieces into a silicon 
mold (of 14cm diameter) and spread 60g of Frollino Brownies. Fill the mold with the Gianduja Mousse 
until almost full and then cover with a second Brownies sheet, previously covered with 60 g Variegato 
Frollino.
Leave in the freezer or blast cheeler to freeze.

Whisky Cream

Gianduja Mousse

Variegato 
Frollino

Brownies

Brownies

Fill the mold with Whisky Cream and then insert the already frozen insertion. After the insertion is in, 
leave in blast cheeler for at least 40 minutes before glazing.
Heat the glaze, then pour onto the surface, for finishing touch use Almond Grains for decoration.

Preparation Method

*Note: The quantity indicated is the quantity covering the cake, please take into account the loss of glaze during covering

Cherry Cioccorock
Cherry Cream:
Diplomat Cream 350 g
Cherry Paste 873341 18 g
Total 368 g

Chocolate Mousse:
Universal Mousse 110 g
Chocolate Premium Paste 873067 11 g
Total 121 g

Glazes*:
Glossy amarena glaze  0,050 kg
Glossy white glaze 860828,3 0,050 kg

Insertion:
Chocolate Mousse 121 g
Cioccorock Variegato 875682 120 g
Brownies

Cream Preparation
Add the flavoring paste, according to recommended 
dosage and fold in, gradually, the diplomat cream.

Mousse Preparation
Add the pastes, accoring to recommended dosage, 
stirring slowly, until homogenization.

Insertion Preparation
Cut the Brownie into 2 round pieces of 14cm diameter and 1 cm tall. Lay 1 of the two pieces into a silicon mold 
(of 14cm diameter) and spread 60g of Variegato Cioccorock. Fill the mold with the Chocolate Mousse 
until almost full and then cover with a second Brownies sheet, previously covered with 60 g Variegato 
Cioccorock.
Leave in the freezer or blast cheeler to freeze.

Cherry Cream

Chocolate Mousse

Variegato 
Cioccorock

Brownies

Brownies

Fill the mold with Cherry Cream and then insert the already frozen insertion. After the insertion is in, 
leave in blast cheeler for at least 40 minutes before glazing.
Heat the glazes, mix and then pour onto the surface, for finishing touch use fruit for decoration.

Preparation Method

*Note: The quantity indicated is the quantity covering the cake, please take into account the loss of glaze during covering



Notte Piemontese
Nocciola Cream:
Diplomat Cream 350 g
Nocciola Julia Dark Paste 873150 35 g
Total 385 g

Figs Mousse:
Universal Mousse 110 g
Figs Paste 873166 6 g
Total 116 g

Glaze*:
Deep Purple Glossy 860963 0,100 kg

Insertion:
Figs Mousse 116 g
Bignolata Waffers Variegato 875686 120 g
Brownies

Cream Preparation
Add the flavoring paste, according to recommended 
dosage and fold in, gradually, the diplomat cream.

Mousse Preparation
Add the pastes, accoring to recommended dosage, 
stirring slowly, until homogenization.

Insertion Preparation
Cut the Brownie into 2 round pieces of 14cm diameter and 1 cm tall. Lay 1 of the two pieces into a silicon mold 
(of 14cm diameter) and spread 60g of Bignolata Waffers Brownies. Fill the mold with the Figs Mousse 
until almost full and then cover with a second Brownies sheet, previously covered with 60 g Variegato 
Bignolata Waffers.
Leave in the freezer or blast cheeler to freeze.

Nocciola Cream

Figs Mousse

Variegato Bignolata Waffers

Brownies

Brownies

Fill the mold with Nocciola Cream and then insert the already frozen insertion. After the insertion is in, 
leave in blast cheeler for at least 40 minutes before glazing.
Heat the glaze, then pour onto the surface, for finishing touch use Almond Flakes for decoration.

Preparation Method

*Note: The quantity indicated is the quantity covering the cake, please take into account the loss of glaze during covering

Tonka Delice
Tonka Cream:
Diplomat Cream 350 g
Tonka Delice Paste 873637 14 g
Total 364 g

Tonka Mousse:
Universal Mousse 110 g
Tonka Delice Paste 873637 6 g
Total 116 g

Glazes*:
Bright Yellow Glossy 860960 0,100 kg

Insertion:
Tonka Mousse 116 g
Loto’s Variegato 875129 70 g
Plums Variegato 875061 70 g
Blondie Brownies

Cream Preparation
Add the flavoring paste, according to recommended 
dosage and fold in, gradually, the diplomat cream.

Mousse Preparation
Add the pastes, accoring to recommended dosage, 
stirring slowly, until homogenization.

Insertion Preparation
Cut the Brownie into 2 round pieces of 14cm diameter and 1 cm tall. Lay 1 of the two pieces into a silicon 
mold (of 14cm diameter) and spread 35 g of Variegato Loto’s and 35 g of Variegato Plums. Fill the mold 
with the Tonka Mousse until almost full and then cover with a second Brownies sheet, previously covered 
with 35 g Variegato Cioccorock and 35 g Variegato Plums.
Leave in the freezer or blast cheeler to freeze.

Tonka Cream

Tonka Mousse

Variegato Plums & Loto’s

Blondie Brownies 

Blondie Brownies 

Fill the mold with Tonka Cream and then insert the already frozen insertion. After the insertion is in, 
leave in blast cheeler for at least 40 minutes before glazing.
Heat the glaze, then pour onto the surface, for finishing touch use fruit for decoration.

Preparation Method

*Note: The quantity indicated is the quantity covering the cake, please take into account the loss of glaze during covering



Both Vegan and without added sugars, these desserts are great 
for even the pickiest clients

Vegan Pro & 
ExpertLight



Vanilla Berry Vegan
Vegan Cream with Vanilla:
Water 500 g
Vegan Pro Neutral Mix 840214 250 g
Vanilla Venus Paste with
sweeteners 873621 11 g
Total 761 g

Decoration:
Fruity Spread Raspberry - Sugar Free 860820 250 g

Base:
Vegan Pro Dough 860832 350 g

Cream Preparation
Heat water with Vegan Pro Neutral Mix to the point of 
boiling, while mixing with a whisk to get a homogenous 
mass. After cooling flavor with flavoring paste according 
to recommended dosage.

Put a plastic film in a ring of 18 cm diameter, then add the base as is while gently trampling it to make 
it even. Pour the ready flavoured cream and put away in the blast freezer for 40 minutes. When frozen 
take out and pour a heated Fruity Spread on top, then freeze again.

Preparation Method

Vanilla Berry VeganCoconut Vegan
Vegan Cream with Vanilla:
Water 500 g
Vegan Pro Neutral Mix 840214 250 g
Coconut Paste Sugar free 873622 4 g
Total 754 g

Decoration:
Fruity Spread Mango - Sugar Free 860821 250 g

Base:
Vegan Pro Dough 860832 350 g

Cream Preparation
Heat water with Vegan Pro Neutral Mix to the point of 
boiling, while mixing with a whisk to get a homogenous 
mass. After cooling flavor with flavoring paste according 
to recommended dosage.

Put a plastic film in a ring of 18 cm diameter, then add the base as is while gently trampling it to make 
it even. Pour the ready flavoured cream and put away in the blast freezer for 40 minutes. When frozen 
take out and pour a heated Fruity Spread on top, then freeze again.

Preparation Method



A great dessert that can be served right from the Freezer with a 
very small defrost time

7Freddo



Brownies&More
7Freddo Mousse:
Fresh Cream 500 g
Cremo 7Freddo 840229 130 g
Total 630 g

Chocolate 7Freddo:
7Freddo Mousse 630 g
Chocolate Premium Paste 873067 63 g
Total 693 g

Insertion:
Blondie Brownies
Variegato Brownies 875206 70g

Base:
Brownies 

Glaze*:
Glossy Glaze Chocolate 860966 0,050 kg
Glossy Glaze White 860828,3 0,050 kg

Mousse Preparation
Add the Cremo 7Freddo to the Cream and whisk until 
smooth.

Mousse Flavoring
Add the pastes, accoring to recommended dosage, 
stirring slowly, until homogenization.

Fill the mold with 7Freddo Mousse, already flavored, and then insert the insertion. After the insertion is in, 
put the base on top and level, then leave in blast cheeler for at least 25 minutes before glazing.
Heat the glazes, mix them then pour onto the surface, for finishing touch decorate according to prefference.

Preparation Method

*Note: The quantity indicated is the quantity covering the cakes, please take into account the loss of glaze during covering

Recipe for 10 monoportions of around 100 g
Peanut Brezli

7Freddo Mousse:
Fresh Cream 500 g
Cremo 7Freddo 840229 130 g
Total 630 g

Peanut 7Freddo:
7Freddo Mousse 630 g
Peanut Paste 873131 63 g
Total 693 g

Insertion:
Brownies
Variegato Pretzel  70g

Base:
Brownies 

Glaze*:
Glossy Glaze Chocolate 860966 0,050 kg
Glossy Glaze White 860828,3 0,050 kg

Mousse Preparation
Add the Cremo 7Freddo to the Cream and whisk until 
smooth.

Mousse Flavoring
Add the pastes, accoring to recommended dosage, 
stirring slowly, until homogenization.

Fill the mold with 7Freddo Mousse, already flavored, and then insert the insertion. After the insertion is in, 
put the base on top and level, then leave in blast cheeler for at least 25 minutes before glazing.
Heat the glazes, mix them then pour onto the surface, for finishing touch decorate according to prefference.

Preparation Method

*Note: The quantity indicated is the quantity covering the cakes, please take into account the loss of glaze during covering

Recipe for 10 monoportions of around 100 g



Tonka Cookie Dough
7Freddo Mousse:
Fresh Cream 500 g
Cremo 7Freddo 840229 130 g
Total 630 g

Tonka 7Freddo:
7Freddo Mousse 630 g
Tonka Delice Paste 873637 30 g
Total 660 g

Insertion:
Cookie Dough  

Base:
Blondie Brownies 

Glaze*:
Glossy Glaze White 860828,3 0,100 kg

Mousse Preparation
Add the Cremo 7Freddo to the Cream and whisk until 
smooth.

Mousse Flavoring
Add the pastes, accoring to recommended dosage, 
stirring slowly, until homogenization.

Fill the mold with 7Freddo Mousse, already flavored, and then insert the insertion. After the insertion is in, 
put the base on top and level, then leave in blast cheeler for at least 25 minutes before glazing.
Heat the glazes, mix them then pour onto the surface, for finishing touch decorate according to prefference.

Preparation Method

*Note: The quantity indicated is the quantity covering the cakes, please take into account the loss of glaze during covering

Recipe for 10 monoportions of around 100 g
Caramel Plus

7Freddo Mousse:
Fresh Cream 500 g
Cremo 7Freddo 840229 130 g
Total 630 g

Mascarpone 7Freddo:
7Freddo Mousse 630 g
Mascarpone Paste 873123 25 g
Total 655 g

Insertion:
Blondie Brownies
Caramel Filling 890107 70g

Base:
Brownies 

Glaze*:
Caramel Brown Glossy 860956 0,100 kg

Mousse Preparation
Add the Cremo 7Freddo to the Cream and whisk until 
smooth.

Mousse Flavoring
Add the pastes, accoring to recommended dosage, 
stirring slowly, until homogenization.

Fill the mold with 7Freddo Mousse, already flavored, and then insert the insertion. After the insertion is in, 
put the base on top and level, then leave in blast cheeler for at least 25 minutes before glazing.
Heat the glazes, mix them then pour onto the surface, for finishing touch decorate according to prefference.

Preparation Method

*Note: The quantity indicated is the quantity covering the cakes, please take into account the loss of glaze during covering

Recipe for 10 monoportions of around 100 g



Choco Merengue
7Freddo Mousse:
Fresh Cream 500 g
Cremo 7Freddo 840229 130 g
Total 630 g

Cranberry 7Freddo:
7Freddo Mousse 630 g
Cranberry Paste 873638 32 g
Total 662 g

Insertion:
Marshmallow Sauce 860846 70g
Variegato Frollino 875681  70g

Base:
Brownies 

Glaze*:
Glossy Amarena Glaze 860827,3 0,100 kg

Mousse Preparation
Add the Cremo 7Freddo to the Cream and whisk until 
smooth.

Mousse Flavoring
Add the pastes, accoring to recommended dosage, 
stirring slowly, until homogenization.

Fill the mold with 7Freddo Mousse, already flavored, and then insert the insertion. After the insertion is in, 
put the base on top and level, then leave in blast cheeler for at least 25 minutes before glazing.
Heat the glazes, mix them then pour onto the surface, for finishing touch decorate according to prefference.

Preparation Method

*Note: The quantity indicated is the quantity covering the cakes, please take into account the loss of glaze during covering

Recipe for 10 monoportions of around 100 g
Merry Cherry

7Freddo Mousse:
Fresh Cream 500 g
Cremo 7Freddo 840229 130 g
Total 630 g

Chocolate 7Freddo:
7Freddo Mousse 630 g
Chocolate Premium Paste 873067 63 g
Total 693 g

Insertion:
Amarena Variegato 875101 70g
Chocolate Fudge Variegato 860847 70g

Base:
Brownies 

Glaze*:
Burgundy Glossy Glaze 860961 0,100 kg

Mousse Preparation
Add the Cremo 7Freddo to the Cream and whisk until 
smooth.

Mousse Flavoring
Add the pastes, accoring to recommended dosage, 
stirring slowly, until homogenization.

Fill the mold with 7Freddo Mousse, already flavored, and then insert the insertion. After the insertion is in, 
put the base on top and level, then leave in blast cheeler for at least 25 minutes before glazing.
Heat the glazes, mix them then pour onto the surface, for finishing touch decorate according to prefference.

Preparation Method

*Note: The quantity indicated is the quantity covering the cakes, please take into account the loss of glaze during covering

Recipe for 10 monoportions of around 100 g



Different textures - fruity, fresh and altogether awesome

Tarts
Concept



TART

Preparation
Mix with a spatula all dry ingredients in a bowl. Dice cold butter into cubes and add 
to the bowl. Mix until forms small grains of wet dough. At the end add the eggs. Don’t 
mix the batter for too long.
Separate the dough into two parts and laminate between two sheets of baking paper 
with a thickness of 4-4.5mm. Leave in the fridge for at least 4 hours.
Form the tarts in the molds and freeze before baking.
Bake at 155-160°C for about 15-20 minutes, until golden.

Tart Glazing
Mix all ingredients with a blender and then spray on cold ready baked tarts. Afterwards 
bake for 5-7 minutes at the tempertature of 160°C. Until use store the tarts in a dry 
place.

Almond Sable
Butter 300 g
Powder Sugar 175 g
Almond Powder 75 g
Eggs 110 g
Flour 550 g
Salt 2 g
Total 1212 g

Glazing for Tart
Yolks 80 g
Cream 35% 20 g
Total 100 g

LEMON TART

Preparation
Put variegato Lime into the tart, then add the lemon curd and then pipe the merengue 
on top. Afterwards torch the merengue with a blow torch and the tart is ready.

Preparation
Hydrate Vanilla Expert with water. Whip 
the cream, mix the vanilla cream with 
whipped cream, then add the paste.

Lemon Curd
Water 125 g
Vanilla Expert859836.10 50 g
Cream 35% 100 g
Limoncino Primo Fiore870801 15 g
Total 290 g

Merengue Preparation
Mix sugar with water in a pot and boil. 
Then add citric acid, it will stop the 
crystallization process.
When the syrup starts boiling, lower the 
heat and boil at 120°C. 
Whip the egg whites and while still 
whipping them add the sugar syrup, keep 
beating until the cream cools down.

Merengue
Egg whites 100 g
Sugar 200 g
Water 50 g
Citric Acid 25 g
Total 375 g



STRAWBERRY TART

Preparation
On the bottom of the tart put Patesa Strawberry, cover with the fruit ganache and 
then decorate with fresh fruit on top.

Preparation
Melt the chocolate (40°С). Heat the cream 
to 60°C and pour onto the chocolate. 
Leave the ganache in the refrigerator for 
around 1.5-2 h. After stabilizing, whip the 
ganache while adding cream and then 
flavor with the desired paste.

Strawberry Ganache
White chocolate 270 g
Cream 35% 135 g
Strawberry Paste873114 30 g
Cream 35% 200 g
Total 535 g

Filling
Variegato Fragoline875689

Filling
Variegato Acai Bowl875175

ACAI TART

Preparation
On the bottom of the tart put Variegato Acai Bowl, cover with the acai ganache and 
then top up with Mascarpone Ganache. Afterwards decorate with fresh fruit on top.

Preparation
Melt the chocolate (40°С). Heat the cream to 60°C and pour onto the chocolate. Leave 
the ganache in the refrigerator for around 1.5-2 h. After stabilizing, whip the ganache 
while adding cream and then flavor with the desired paste.

Acai Ganache
White chocolate 270 g
Cream 35% 135 g
Acai Bowl Paste 873412 30 g
Cream 35% 200 g
Total 635 g

Mascarpone Ganache
White chocolate 135 g
Cream 35% 70 g
Mascapone Paste873123 10 g
Cream 35% 100 g
Total 315 g



APPLE CARAMEL TART

Preparation
On the bottom of the tart put Patesa Apple and salted caramel, cover with the vanilla 
custard and then decorate with more apple variegato on top.

Filling
Patesa Apple860521

Salted Caramel890107

Preparation
Hydrate Vanilla Expert with water. Whip 
the cream, mix the vanilla cream with 
whipped cream, then add the paste.

Vanilla Custard
Water 125 g
Vanilla Expert859836.10 50 g
Cream 35% 100 g
Alpine Currant Paste873100 10 g
Total 285 g

RASPBERRY TART

Preparation
Fill the tarts baked with frangipane with Raspberry ganache. Afterwards decorate 
with fresh fruit.

Preparation
Melt the chocolate (40°С). Heat the cream 
to 60°C and pour onto the chocolate. 
Leave the ganache in the refrigerator for 
around 1.5-2 h. After stabilizing, whip the 
ganache while adding cream and then 
flavor with the desired paste.

Raspberry Ganache
White chocolate 270 g
Cream 35% 135 g
Raspberry Paste873111 30 g
Cream 35% 200 g
Total 535 g

Preparation
1. Whip all the ingredients together with 
butter (at room temperature) until a 
white silk mass is formed. Add the eggs  
(at room temperature) little by little.
2. Put the mass in a piping bag and  leave 
in the refrigerator for at least 2 h.  Put in 
the tarts, about 1/3 of the height and put 
the fruit on top.
3. Bake at 155-160°С for around 10-12 
minutes.

Raspberry Frangipane
Almond flour 80 g
Sugar 80 g
Butter 80 g
Salt 1 g
Eggs 80 g
Fresh Raspberries 80 g
Total 401 g



MANGO TART

Preparation
On the bottom of the tart put Variegato Mango, cover with the fruit ganache and then 
decorate with more mango variegato on top.

Filling
Variegato Mango875091

Preparation
Melt the chocolate (40°С). Heat the cream 
to 60°C and pour onto the chocolate. 
Leave the ganache in the refrigerator for 
around 1.5-2 h. After stabilizing, whip the 
ganache while adding cream and then 
flavor with the desired paste.

Mango Ganache
White chocolate 270 g
Cream 35% 135 g
Mango Paste873395 30 g
Cream 35% 200 g
Total 535 g

HAZELNUT CARAMEL TART

Preparation
Lay the variegato on the bottom of the tart together with salted caramel, and then 
cover with the Chocolate Ganache. Leave the tart to cool decorating with hazelnuts 
and covering with a chocolate disk, that is to be melted with a heater.
The tart can then be decorated with gold flakes.

Preparation
Melt the chocolate (40°С). Heat the cream 
to 60°C and pour onto the chocolate. 
Leave the ganache in the refrigerator for 
around 1.5-2 h. 

Chocolate Ganache
Dark chocolate 200 g
Cream 35% 150 g
Glucose 15 g
Total 365 g

Filling
Variegato Bignolatta Wafer875692

Caramel890107

Decoration
Hazelnut Granella870751



CHERRY DELIGHT TART

Preparation
On the bottom of the tart put Variegato Cherry, cover with the fruit ganache and then 
decorate with more Cherry Variegato on top.

Filling
Variegato Cherry875663

Preparation
Melt the chocolate (40°С). Heat the cream 
to 60°C and pour onto the chocolate. 
Leave the ganache in the refrigerator for 
around 1.5-2 h. After stabilizing, whip the 
ganache while adding cream and then 
flavor with the desired paste.

Cream
White chocolate 270 g
Cream 35% 135 g
Creme Fraiche Paste873391 20 g
Cream 35% 200 g
Total 525 g

PISTACHIO TART

Preparation
Fill the tarts baked with frangipane with variegato Raspberry and top off with Pistachio 
ganache. Afterwards decorate with pistachio pieces.

Preparation
Melt the chocolate (40°С). Heat the cream 
to 60°C and pour onto the chocolate. 
Leave the ganache in the refrigerator for 
around 1.5-2 h. After stabilizing, whip the 
ganache while adding cream and then 
flavor with the desired paste.

Pistachio Ganache
White chocolate 270 g
Cream 35% 135 g
Pistachio Corinto Paste873132 48 g
Cream 35% 200 g
Total 553 g

Preparation
1. Whip all the ingredients together with 
butter (at room temperature) until a 
white silk mass is formed. Add the eggs  
(at room temperature) little by little.
2. Put the mass in a piping bag and  leave 
in the refrigerator for at least 2 h.  Put in 
the tarts, about 1/3 of the height and put 
the fruit on top.
3. Bake at 155-160°С for around 10-12 
minutes.

Raspberry Frangipane
Almond flour 60 g
Sugar 60 g
Butter 60 g
Corn starch 8 g
Eggs 50 g
Pistachio Corinto Paste873132 40 g
Total 278 g

Filling
Variegato Raspberry875057



PINA COLADA TART

Preparation
On the bottom of the tart put the Variegato, cover with the ganache and then decorate.

Filling
Variegato Pineapple875169

Variegato Don Rafe875037

Preparation
Melt the chocolate (40°С). Heat the cream 
to 60°C and pour onto the chocolate. 
Leave the ganache in the refrigerator for 
around 1.5-2 h. After stabilizing, whip the 
ganache while adding cream and then 
flavor with the desired paste.

Pina Colada Ganache
White chocolate 270 g
Cream 35% 135 g
Pina Colada Paste873315 20 g
Cream 35% 200 g
Total 525 g

Preparation
On the bottom of the tart put the Variegato, cover with the ganache and then decorate.

Filling
Variegato Don Rafe875037

DON RAFE TART

Preparation
Melt the chocolate (40°С). Heat the cream 
to 60°C and pour onto the chocolate. 
Leave the ganache in the refrigerator for 
around 1.5-2 h. After stabilizing, whip the 
ganache while adding cream and then 
flavor with the desired paste.

Coconut Ganache
White chocolate 270 g
Cream 35% 135 g
Coconut Paste873135 20 g
Cream 35% 200 g
Total 525 g



Filling Preparation
Fill half spheres with gourmet glaze and freeze, take out, fill with variegato and freeze 
again.

Dessert Preparation
Layer the shape with gourmet glaze and fill with cream, put the filling and fill the rest 
of the shape with cream. Decorate with variegato Mango on top and freeze.

Filling
Variegato Mango875091

Variegato Don Rafe875037

COCONUT

Cream Preparation
Whip cooled, unsweetened cream until it 
forms soft peaks (do not whip completely).
Stir Diplomat Mix with hot water and 
allow cooling for 10-15 minutes and fold in, 
gradually, the whipped cream.
Add the flavoring paste, according to 
recommended dosage and fold in, 
gradually, the diplomat cream.

Coconut Cream
Diplomat Mix859826 100 g
Water 100 g
Cream 35% 250 g
Coconut Paste873135 36 g
Coconut flakes 20 g
Total 506 g

Cream Preparation
Melt the chocolate with cocoa butter  in a 
microwave or on a baine marie.
Working temperature for the glaze is 40°С.

Gourmet Glaze
Dark Chocolate 150 g
Cacao butter 25 g
Total 175 g

NOTES



NOTES NOTES
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